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Propositions 
belonging to the thesis 
Managing Technical Debt 




1. Technical debt that is intentionally incurred to achieve some short-term benefit 
can be fruitful if the cost of the technical debt is kept visible and under control. 
(This thesis, Chapter 2) 
2. Architectural technical debt is impossible to be precisely measured since it 
depends on future development tasks, but it makes sense to indicate the level of 
the debt amount in a software system. 
3. Experience in industry is of great help for one’s research in software engineering. 
4. The process of performing a case study in industry is interesting and inspiring, as 
there is always a gap between the industrial reality and the case study protocol, 
and this gap can lead to an improvement of our research. 
5. Finding an ideal industrial partner is usually more difficult than doing research 
itself. 
6. Everything will come to an end, no matter how difficult the process is. 
7. Hard work and continuous learning are essential to success.  
8. Discussion can open one’s mind and lead to deep thinking. 
9. Knowing others is intelligence; knowing yourself is true wisdom. Mastering others 
is strength; mastering yourself is true power.  
– Lao-tzu, ancient Chinese philosopher, Tao Te Ching 
